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 by ginnerobot   

Oriental Chu Shing Restaurant 

"Dim Sum Maven"

Oriental Chu Shing Restaurant serves hot platters of their popular dim

sums in relaxed. family-friendly digs. Choose from an exclusive dim sum

menu of nearly 40 varieties, such as the Steamed Spare Rib, Coriander

Shrimp Dumplings and Steamed Ginger Squids. Besides dim sums, this

Asian establishment offers delicious appetizers, soups, szechuan

specialties, seafood and other meat-based dishes. Vegetarians can rejoice

for there is an exclusive vegetarian menu as well, featuring Bok Choy with

Chinese Mushroom and Eggplant with Preserved Bean Curd. Additionally,

take-out and delivery options are available, with quick and efficient

service.

 +1 613 233 8818  orientalchushing.com/  691 Somerset Street West, Ottawa ON

 by Calgary Reviews   

So Good 

"Asian Goodness"

When you have a hankering for comfort-inducing Chinese food, drop by at

So Good. This bustling restaurant barely accommodates the large crowds

that stream in for its authentic Chinese-Vietnamese fare, but manages to

please waiting crowds with excellent food. Their menu features an

extensive spread of Chinese specialties such as spicy Szechuan and hot

soups, alongside a handful of Vietnamese, Taiwanese and Thai dishes.

There are some amazing vegetarian options that So Good offers as well.

This eatery also offers take-out, for those who want to skip the queues

and eat in.

 +1 613 233 0138 (Reservations)  sogoodfo.w12.wh-2.com/  717 Somerset Street West, Ottawa ON

 by neil conway   

Eclipse Asian Cuisine 

"Assorted Asian Eats"

Set in a vibrant, dynamic space, Eclipse Asian Cuisine serves a wonderful

assortment of sushi dishes and Chinese specials. A lunch buffet available

during the week promises an excellent smorgasbord of the restaurant's

best picks, such as Shrimp Siu Mai, Black Bean Spare Ribs, Egg Rolls,

Teriyaki Salmon and Steamed Basa. Dining in definitely beats take-out in

this beautifully designed space, with ambient lighting, contemporary

decor and ample seating. However, if you do choose to order take-out, an

extensive menu greets you and allows you to choose combo platters as

per your preference. Those with families and large groups can order any

of the set menus, offering appetizers, a main course and dessert.

 +1 613 746 2323 (Reservations)  eclipseasiancuisine.com/  1930 Innes Road, Gloucester, Ottawa
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